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ABSTRACT 
In this note we construct a counterexample to a distributional analogue of Wiener’s Tauberian 
theorem. With the terminology used by Ganelius, it is shown that there exist u E S’ and n,8 E O& 




We also formulate an adjustment o Ganelius’ theorem and show how it may be used. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to study more closely a distributional analogue 
of Wiener’s Tauberian theorem. The variant stated below was proved implicitly 
by Ganelius in his book [l]. As stated there, the result was intended as an il- 
lustration of the distributional method. Unfortunately the original statement 
was too strong to be valid, but fortunately the correct theorem is still good 
enough to prove Littlewood’s theorem, which was part of the goal. 
It is our intention to state the correct theorem and as a corollary prove 
Littlewood’s theorem. We will also construct a counterexample to the original 
statement. As a start let us first write down Wiener’s own theorem, which is 
* Supported by NFR. 
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Theorem A. Let k E L’(R) and let ‘p E L”(R). Suppose that the Fourier trans- 
form i of k sati$es 
I@<) = 3(k)(<) = 7 k(x) ee2”ixcdx # 0, 5 E R. 
-m 
Then 
p*k(x) =0(l), x+ 00, 
implies that 
‘p *h(x) = o(l), x --f co, 
forallh E L’(R). 
For a proof of this result we refer to [I], [4] or [6]. A proof using distribution 
theory has been given by Jacob Korevaar in [2]. 
Before we formulate the analogue already mentioned, we recall some nota- 
tions in the theory of distributions. We denote by 2) the space of C”-functions 
with compact support and by 27 the dual space of continuous linear func- 
tionals on 27. More vitally in our context, we have the space S of rapidly de- 
creasing C”-functions and its dual S’. For this terminology see e.g. [4] or the 
classical text [5]. In order to state the theorem, we need some further notation. 
Let 0~ denote the class of multipliers of S’, i.e. the space of C”-functions of at 
most polynomial growth and let 0; denote 3(0~), the rapidly decreasing 
tempered distributions. We refer again to [5] for additional details. We now 
state Ganelius’ distributional variant of Theorem A. 
Theorem B. Let u E S’andlet Q E 0;. Suppose that 7j([) # 0, < E R. Then 
u*Q*$(x) =0(l), x-00, 
for all $ E S, implies that 
u*B*qqx) =0(l), x+00, 
for all 0 E 0; and all 4 E 3(D). 
Careful analysis of his arguments shows that this is what was really proved 
by Ganelius in [I], see p. 14. The ideal theorem in this setting ought to apply to 
all 4 E S instead of 4 E 3(D), and this is what was stated in [l]. The main result 
in this paper is that such a theorem is not true in general. We will prove this by 
constructing an example which will be stated in the third section of this paper. 
On the other hand, it is still possible to obtain Littlewood’s theorem as a 
corollary of the correct result above. This will be proved in the last section. See 
also [l] and [3]. 
Corollary C (Littlewood’s theorem). Suppose that the coejicients {a,}~=, sat- 
isfy nun = 0( 1) as n + 03. Then 
(1) lim 5 a, exp(-nx) = 0 x-+0+ n=, 
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implies 
Before we pass to the technical part of the paper, I would like to thank Tord 
Ganelius for valuable discussions on this topic. 
2. SOME BASIC LEMMAS 
In order to show that it is not possible to improve Theorem B in such a way 
that F(D) is replaced by S, we need two auxiliary results which will be given in 
this section. First, we construct a smooth function with a certain decay at in- 
finity, which is not shared by its derivative. Second, given a function with al- 
most the same properties as a function in S, we construct a new function in S 
whose Fourier transform is positive and comparable in size to the absolute 
value of the Fourier transform of the first function. 
Lemma 1. There exists an infinitely difirentiable function h satisfying 
DkhEL1(R’), k=1,2,3 ,... 
and 
lim xh(x) = 0, 
X’CX 
but 
lim supxh’(x) = W. 
X -* cc 
Proof. Our function h will be constructed as a weighted sum of translations 
and dilations of a nonzero function q E D, with supp(q) c [- 1 , 11. First choose 
three sequences a,, ,0,, and -y,,, n = 1,2,3,. . . , of positive coefficients satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(2) “=,Q,,,~<w, k=1,2,3 ,..., 
(3) o&l 4 0, n+oo 
and 
(4) ++, n --+ 00. 
Furthermore, let the sequence { /3,},“, b e increasing and well-separated, i.e. 
the distance between consecutive numbers p,, is bounded below by a fixed pos- 
itive constant. Such a choice can easily be made, e.g. o, = 2-“, pn = 2”/(n + I) 
andy,=l/n2,forn=1,2,3 ,.... Consider now the function h defined by 
The first requirement for the function h in the lemma follows easily from con- 
dition (2) and the fact that q E D. The second is a consequence of the estimate 
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The first sum vanishes trivially at infinity. The second sum is majorized by 
CEiV+i a,% suPtEn IMt)l. S ince y,, can be seen as a product of the two fac- 
tors y,Jo,/3” and on& it follows from (3) and (4) that ^ (n = o(l) as n --f 00. 
Thus, condition (2) implies that this sum can be made arbitrarily small as N 
grows. In the third sum, only a fixed finite number of terms can be different from 
zero for each x. Thus, it follows from condition (3) that this part also can be 
made arbitrarily small for all large N. Concerning the third property, we have 
The first series to the right is trivially bounded. The other series, on the con- 
trary, is not bounded. Since there must exist a point x0 such that q/(x,) > 0, we 
can choose a sequence of points x,, = ,& + ~,,x,, n = 1,2, . . . , increasing to in- 
finity. At this sequence of points the second series generates an unbounded 
sequence. (The numbers ,Bn are well-separated.) EI 
Lemma 2. Let h be an infinitely d@erentiable function satisfying 
DkhEL’(R), k= 1,2,3,.. 
Then there exist a function h, E S and a finite constant Csuch that 
h,(x) > 0, x E Iw 
and 
@u<C xfz[w 
h,(x) - ’ ’ 
Proof. If A has compact support the result is obvious. Suppose therefore that A 
does not have compact support. Let i be the even function which for x > 1 is 
defined by 
6) = suPoml; lrll 2 x - 1) 




i(lxl + 1) < l, 
x E R. 
Let 4 E 2) be a function with supp(#) c [-I, 11, satisfying 0 5 b(x) 5 1 for all 
x~[W,and~(x)=lwhenx~(--S,S),forsome6~(O,l).Put~,=31*~.Then 
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5 Cklxl"i(lxl - 1) ---f 0, as 1x1 4 00, 
for some finite constant Ck. Hence h, E S. From the definition of A,, the first 
statement in the lemma obviously follows, but even more is true. We have 
(6) 
it,(x) = 7 h(x - <)4(E) 4 2 ; h(x - t) 4 
-cc -6 
x+6 _ 
= J h(<)cy > 2Si;(lxl + S), x E IX 
X-6 
Combining (5) and (6) with the fact that h is decreasing for positive x, it follows 
that 
I@)1 < l&4l w + 4 1 x E p& 
- - i;(lxl+ 1) i;,(x) 5 2s’ k(x) 
Thus, the proof is complete. 0 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
It is now quite a simple exercise to construct the counterexample mentioned 
in the introduction. It will follow from the next theorem. 
In the proof of this result we use the customary terminology concerning 
Fourier transforms of distributions in S’ and some simple related facts, e.g. the 
Fourier transform ti of u E S’ is also in S’, where G(4) = u(d) for $ E S. We also 
write q(x) = $J(-x) and e,(l) = exp(2nilx). 
Theorem 1. There exist ZJ E S’ and $ E S with I,&(X) # 0, x E R, such that the 
convolution u * q!~ is bounded and 
u*$(x) =0(l), x400, 
but 
u*D~(x)#o(l), x-+00. 
Proof. In the proof, we use an integral sign to indicate integration over the 
whole real axis. Let h be a function as in Lemma 1 and let tidAf h, be a func- 
tion associated with h as in Lemma 2. Obviously II, is in S and its Fourier 
transform 4 satisfies G(x) # 0, x E R. Forming a new function f by 
it follows directly from Lemma 2 that f E L”(R) and in particular we have 
ti dzf Df E S’. Let us now calculate the convolution of u and $X We get 
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u * Q(x) = U(T,& = ti(e,?j) = Df(eJj) 
= -f(h~) = - Jf(S)Dt( e2T’%(t)) dS 
= -2+x Jf(<)&t) e2?ricxd< - Sf([)G’(c) e2=@ d< 
= -2rixh(x) - J f([)4’(<) e 2Kicx d<. 
The limit as x + cc of the first function in the final member is 0 by Lemma 1. 
The second function in the final member has limit 0 by the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma. Summarizing the previous calculation, we have u E S’, $ E S, with 
q(x) # 0 for x E [w and 
(7) U * $(x) + 0 asx--t03. 
On the other hand, we also have 
u * D+(x) = ~4(7,(D$)~) = B(e,27ri<yL) 
= -2ri Jf(<)&<) eaaicxd< - 26 J &f([)@(t) e2”‘@d< 
+ 47r2x S <f(E)&<) e21ricxd< 
= -27rih(x) - 2ri J’ &f(<)G’(E) e2*@ c@ - 27rixh’(x). 
The first two functions in the final member vanish at infinity as a consequence 
of Lemma 1 and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, respectively. However, it also 
follows from Lemma 1 that the last function does not vanish at infinity. More 
precisely, we have 
(8) u*D$~(x)#o(l) asx-tco. 
Since the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, the relations (7) and (8) 
complete the proof. q 
We will now reformulate the previous theorem to show that it is not possible 
to extend Theorem B to all C#I E S. In order to obtain a nice formulation in the 
spirit of [l], we will use the notation u = o( 1), for a tempered distribution U, to 
mean that u * 4(x) = o( 1) as x + cc for every C$ E S. With this convention we 
have the counterexample stated in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. There exist u E S’ and q, 0 E (3; with G(s) # 0, c E R and 
u * 7 = o(l), 
but 
U*e#o(l). 
Proof. Just as in the previous proof, we choose the tempered distribution u in 
such a way that its Fourier transform 6 is defined by 
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Since S c c3;, we can take n = h,. Thus, as a consequence of Theorem 1, we 
have that u * n is a bounded function, which tends to 0 at infinity. It easily fol- 
lows from this that 
u*n=o(l) 
On the other hand, the Dirac measure S is in 0;, Dh, is in S and trivially we 
have 
u*%*Dh,=u*Dh,, 
where % = 6. Thus, this formula together with (8) gives 
which is exactly what was to be proved. q 
4. AN APPLICATION 
Here we will derive Corollary C as a simple consequence of Theorem B. 
Proof of Corollary C. We start by transforming the problem to the real axis by 
the change of variable x + exp( -x), x E R. Then the sum in (1) can be rewritten 
as 
E a, exp(- exp -(x - logn)) = 2.4 * q(x), 
n=l 
where the function n(x) = exp(-x - exp(-x)), x E R, is in 0; and 
4x) = c a, = 0 c np’ = O(x) asx--+oo. 
{n: logn < X} {n: logn < x} > 
Thus u E S’. Together with the property that G(t) = r( 1 + 27rit) # 0 for < E [w: 
we find that the conditions in Theorem B hold. As a consequence we get 
u * 4(x) = 2.4 * 6 * 4(x) = o(1) as x + cc 
for any 4 E F(n). Thus 
(9) ~4 * 4(x) = 7 (4~ - v) - 44)4(v) dy + 4x) 7 4(y) du, 
--DC -cc 
In order to estimate the first integral to the right, we separate it into two parts, 
corresponding to y < x/2 and y > x/2, respectively. The first part is majorized 
by 
J” K-Y) -4x)lM(.v)Idy = 0 
Y<XP 
Y<s,,2 l&G)ldy) = O(1) 
and the second part is majorized by 
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.I- W-Y) -44lMY)Id~= 0 S 
Y>XP ( Y>XP 
(Ix-_4 + I~)I~(Y)I~v > 
I.wG)l dv > = O(1). 
Using this in combination with (1) and (9), it follows immediately that 
u(x) = O(l), x E R. 
To get an improvement of the above estimate we choose a particular function 
C#I E F(D) with J 4(y) dv = 1 and put $X(X) = X4(Xx). Let E > 0 and choose an 
x, such that 
.I- M(y)1 dv < E. 
IYI >xo 
Then, using (9) once more we get 
Mx)l 5 b*h(x)I + ,,,>s 
x0 
,x 14x-y) -4dkPx(~)ld~ 
+ ,,,f 14x -v) - @)I Ih( dY 
x0 
,x 
I b*h(x)l+ J ,y(>x, 1+-g -4+wY 
+ ,,,;, I+- f) - 4+iWldy 
=(u*c$x(x)J+O(E)+O - 
0 ; ,,,L ImKY)IdY. x0 
By letting E be small enough and X large enough, it follows that the limit of u at 
infinity is zero. •i 
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